
PTO & SAC Meeting 
Cape Elementary

11-17-20
Our mission:
To provide a safe and supportive 
learning community where every 
student experiences success. 



1. SAC:
● Cape and COVID protocols updates
● Funds: Supplies (approval)
● PBIS: Positive Behavior Intervention and 

Support( Kristy Jones) 

AGENDA:

2. DAC: Matt Matera
3. PTO: Agenda
4. Questions & Answers for Admin 



Cape update
● We had 85 students return on November 2nd.
● 526 are now Face to Face
● 164 are Lee Home Connect 
● 4 classes are Face to Face and Lee Home Connect
● 2nd quarter ends January 30th. District is not sure about 3rd quarter but Cape kids will be able 

to return starting February 2nd. 
● Playgrounds are now open
● Classes are going to the library at scheduled times
● Clinic passes are now electronic

We continue to…..
● wear masks
● sanitize hands when entering classrooms and 

lunch room and everywhere
● not allowing outside treats for birthdays
● not allowing outside breakfast in the mornings 
● try to social distance when we can 







FUNDS
Each year the state provides “School Recognition Funds”.  The state did not provide 
for FY20 and the district is encouraging and allowing us to use funds from 
previous years. We need to get SAC approval to spend the funds.

We have $182.27 and $101.80 from FY 16 and $536.72 from FY 19.

The funds will be used on supplies and materials for students like our LAFS books, 
library books (we have 400 missing library books), and class sets of books. 

Any questions? 
Let’s do a thumbs up if we approve. 



PBIS: Positive Behavior Intervention and Support

Cape Elementary is a PBIS school: 

● The goal of PBIS is to stop undesirable student behavior by teaching new behaviors, changing the 
environment, and rewarding appropriate behaviors. It is a preventative and positive approach to 
assist students in working towards appropriate self-management.

● Cape Elementary has maintained a Gold Status for four years.
● We have a PBIS committee made up of our teachers, assistant principal and school counselor. 

They meet monthly to discuss strategies, students along with planning SOAR Celebrations. 



SOAR Expectations…...

Cape Elementary has school wide SOAR Expectations along with specific expectations 
for areas around campus. 

● They are rules and guidelines our Cape kids strive to follow each day.
● They are posted around campus and in each classroom.
● Students recite the SOAR expectations each morning during the morning news/announcements. 
● Each classroom has the SOAR expectations posted along with descriptions of behaviors that define 

each expectation.



SOAR Expectations(school-wide)…...



Around campus…...



Capeables…...
Students are awarded “Capeables” by teachers or staff members for following SOAR 
expectations. Capeables can be used to purchase items from the Capeables store. 



Behavior Ladder for Grade K to 2nd …...

● All students start the day on “Green” – Ready to SOAR
● Students move “up” the ladder when they make good 

choices and follow the SOAR expectations. 
● Students may earn class rewards or “Capeables” 

(school bucks) for earning the orange or blue level. 
● Students move “down” the ladder when they make poor 

choices and do not follow the SOAR expectations. 
● This ladder is flexible as students can move up and 

down throughout the day depending on their choices.



Class DOJO for Grades 3rd to 5th…...

● ClassDojo brings teachers, students and parents closer 
together. 

● Teachers use ClassDojo as a communication platform to 
encourage students, and get parents engaged, too. 

● Students are recognized for their positive contribution to class 
and reminded when their efforts need a little work. 

● Progress reports are rapidly available for parents, and students 
are provided with visual documentation of their performance.



PBIS…….
Hallway SOAR:

Classes who follow the SOAR expectations in the hallway may be “caught SOARing” and 
receive a SOAR hallway line award. The classroom teacher’s name will be announced on 
the morning news/announcements and the award is proudly displayed in the hallway.

 CAFE:

Classes track their SOAR success in the cafeteria using green, yellow and red cups on 
each table.  Classes which have maintained green status for the entire week earn 
recognition and are eligible to spin a prize wheel.



SOAR CElebrations…….
Thanks to the contributions of PTO, Cape is able to hold a quarterly SOAR celebration 
that all students who have met their academic and behavior goals may attend. Some of 
these celebrations include Movie Day with snacks, Bounce Houses, Game Guys, 
Minute-To-Win-It Games and much more!

 

 



PTO Time……...

Thank you to our PTO and all th
e 

parents who participated in the Silent 

Auction!

Special thanks to our PTO board and 

parents who volunteered to make the 

auction a success. 



QUestions & Answers
Thank you for attending our meeting this evening! 

REMINDER……...
Orders are due on Monday, November 30th! 
Smillows will be delivered before Winter Break.







Images reveal large amounts of data quickly, 
so remember: use an image instead of long 

texts. Your audience will appreciate that

A picture always reinforces the 
concept

02





About us
It could be the part of the 
presentation where you 
can introduce yourself, 

write your email…



Table of 
contents

Here you could describe the topic of 
the section

Here you could describe the topic of 
the section

introduction

Here you could describe the topic of 
the section

Presentation

Conclusion

01

02

03



A picture is worth a 
thousand words



This is the subtitle that makes it 
comprehensible

Section 03

03



Reinforce the concept using 
infographics!

JUPITER
It’s a gas giant and the 
biggest planet in our 
Solar System

VENUS
Venus has a beautiful 
name, but it’s terribly hot, 
even hotter than Mercury

MERCURY
Mercury is the closest planet to 
the Sun and is only a bit larger 
than our Moon

MARS
Despite being red, Mars 
is a cold place, not hot. 
It’s full of iron oxide dust



Infographics make your 
idea understandable …

MERCURY
Is the closest planet to

the Sun and is only a bit 
larger than our Moon

JUPITER
It’s a gas giant and the  
biggest planet in our  

Solar System

VENUS
Venus has a beautiful  

name, but it’s terribly hot,  
even hotter than Mercury

MARS
Despite being red, Mars 
is a cold place. It’s full of 

iron oxide dust



… and the same goes for tables

MASS
(earths)

DIAMETER
(earths)

SURFACE GRAVITY
(earths)

MERCURY

º

0,06 0,38 0,38

MARS 0,11 0,53 0,38

SATURN 95,2 9,4 1,16



If you want to modify this graph, click 
on it, follow the link, change the data 

and replace it

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1f5thDF68SlCnxLaxIqzTl8bew9IcOvc0hd-4jrdBX-8/copy


This is a map

JUPITER
It’s a gas giant and the 
biggest planet in our 
Solar System

VENUS
Venus has a beautiful 
name, but it’s terribly hot, 
even hotter than Mercury

MERCURY
Mercury is the closest planet to 
the Sun and is only a bit larger 
than our Moon

MARS
Despite being red, Mars 
is a cold place, not hot. 
It’s full of iron oxide dust



A timeline always works fine

DAY 1

Mercury is the closest planet to 
the Sun

DAY 2

Despite being red, Mars is a 
cold place, not hot

DAY 4

Jupiter is the biggest planet in 
our System

DAY 3

The Sun is the star at the 
center of the Solar System



How about the percentageS?

JUPITER
It’s a gas giant and 
the biggest planet in 
our Solar System

VENUS
Venus has a 

beautiful name, but 
it’s terribly hot

MERCURY
Mercury is the 
smallest planet in our 
Solar System

MARS
Despite being red, 

Mars is a cold place, 
not hot

75% 85%

25% 50%



333,000.000
earths is the Sun’s mass

24H 37M 23S
is Jupiter’s rotation period

386,000 km
is the distance between the Earth and the Moon



Sometimes, reviewing concepts 
is a good idea

JUPITER
It’s a gas giant 
and the biggest 

planet in our 
Solar System

VENUS
Venus has a 

beautiful name, but 
it’s terribly hot, 

even hotter than 
Mercury

SATURN
Saturn is, 

composed mostly 
of hydrogen and 

helium

MARS
Despite being red, 

Mars is a cold 
place. It’s full of 
iron oxide dust



Our services

$35

You can explain your 
product or your 

service

Characteristic 
Characteristic

$60

You can explain your 
product or your 

service

Characteristic 
Characteristic

$85

You can explain your 
product or your 

service

Characteristic 
Characteristic

basic medium pro



Desktop
Software

You can replace the image on 
the screen with your own 

work. Just delete this one, add 
yours and send it to the back



Mobile 
web

You can replace the image on 
the screen with your own 

work. Just delete this one, add 
yours and send it to the back



Our team

JOHN DOE JAMES PATTERSON
You can replace the 
image on the screen 

with your own

HELENA JAMES
You can replace the 
image on the screen 

with your own

You can replace the 
image on the screen 

with your own



Thanks!
Does anyone have any questions?

addyouremail@freepik.com 
+91  620 421 838 

yourcompany.com



Credits
This is where you give credit to the ones who are part of this project.
Did you like the resources on this template? Get them for free at our other websites.

◂ Presentation template by Slidesgo
◂ Icons by Flaticon
◂ Images & infographics by Freepik
◂ Author introduction slide photo created by Freepik
◂ Text & Image slide photo created by Freepik.com
◂ Big image slide photo created by Freepik.com

http://slidesgo.com/
https://www.flaticon.com/
https://www.freepik.com/


Instructions for use
In order to use this template, you must credit Slidesgo by keeping the Credits slide.

You are allowed to:

- Modify this template.
- Use it for both personal and commercial projects.

You are not allowed to:

- Sublicense, sell or rent any of Slidesgo Content (or a modified version of Slidesgo Content).
- Distribute Slidesgo Content unless it has been expressly authorized by Slidesgo.
- Include Slidesgo Content in an online or offline database or file.
- Offer Slidesgo templates (or modified versions of Slidesgo templates) for download.
- Acquire the copyright of Slidesgo Content.

For more information about editing slides, please read our FAQs:
https://slidesgo.com/faqs

http://bit.ly/2X9RQ9U
https://slidesgo.com/faqs


Fonts & colors used
This presentation has been made using the following fonts:

Unica One
(https://fonts.google.com/specimen/Unica+One)

Scope One
(https://fonts.google.com/specimen/Scope+One)

#0f0f4b #484991 #4f2f79 #753e93 #666666

https://fonts.google.com/specimen/Unica+One
https://fonts.google.com/specimen/Scope+One


Use our editable graphic resources...
You can easily resize these resources keeping the quality. To change the color just ungroup the 

resource and click on the object you want to change. Then click on the paint bucket and select the 
color you want. Don’t forget to group the resource again when you’re done.





...and our set of editable icons
You can resize these icons keeping the quality.

You can change the stroke and fill color; just select the icon and click on the paint bucket/pen.



Business Icons



Avatar Icons



Creative Process Icons



Educational Process Icons



Help & Support Icons



Medical Icons



Nature Icons



Performing Arts Icons



SEO & Marketing Icons



Teamwork Icons



http://bit.ly/2X9RQ9U

